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Frequency-domain theory of laser infrared photothermal radiometric detection of thermal waves
generated by diffuse-photon-density wave fields in turbid media

Andreas Mandelis and Chris Feng
Photothermal and Optoelectronic Diagnostics Laboratories, Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering,

University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada M5S 3G8
~Received 17 September 2001; published 25 January 2002!

A three-dimensional theory of the frequency-domain thermal-wave field generated inside a turbid medium
with optical and thermal properties of human tissue is presented. The optical source is treated as a three-
dimensional harmonically modulated diffuse-photon-density wave~DPDW! field in the diffusion approxima-
tion of the radiative transfer theory. Unlike earlier Green-function-based theoretical models, exact boundary
conditions are used based on the requirement that there should be no diffuse photon intensity entering the
turbid medium from the outside. Explicit analytical expressions for the DPDW field and for the dependent
thermal-wave field are obtained in the spatial Hankel-transform domain. The formalism is further extended to
the calculation of the infrared photothermal radiometric signal arising from the nonradiatively generated
thermal-wave distribution in turbid media with instantaneous nonradiative deexcitation as well as in media
with nonzero fluorescence relaxation lifetimes. Numerical inversions have been performed and presented as
examples of selected special cases of the theory. It is found that the present theory with exact DPDW-field
boundary conditions is valid throughout the entire domain of the turbid medium, with the exception of the very
near-surface ballistic photon ‘‘skin layer’’~7–50mm!. Photothermal radiometric signals were found to be more
reliably predicted than DPDW signals within this layer, due to the depth-integration nature of this detection
methodology.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.021909 PACS number~s!: 42.66.2p, 87.80.2y, 87.10.1e, 02.60.2x
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years several noninvasive laser-based diagn
techniques for tissues have been developed aimed at
forming reliable measurements of the optical scattering
absorption properties of healthy and pathological~cancerous!
tissue, as well as for imaging purposes. Common to all th
techniques is the diffusion~migration! of laser-induced pho-
tons in turbid media@1–5#. In particular, pulsed photother
mal radiometry~PPTR! is rapidly developing into a very
promising tissue diagnostic technique for near-surface ap
cations@6–9# based on the assessment of laser-pulse-indu
temperature profiles, with the concomitant extraction of
sorption and scattering coefficients. It has been pointed
by Prahlet al. @7# that the availability of only a single signa
channel, the PPTR transient, makes it difficult to extract
liable ~i.e., unique! measurements of both absorption,ma ,
and scattering,ms , coefficients of turbid media, without a
additional independent optical measurement. This shortc
ing tends to compromise the utility of PPTR in tissue dia
nostics. Therefore, it is desirable to introduce alternat
measurement schemes that will meet the reliabil
uniqueness criterion forma and ms measurements throug
the availability of additional signal channels. This can
achieved by means of frequency-domain photothermal r
ometry~FD-PTR! @10,11#, a technique that provides two sig
nal channels~amplitude and phase!. In FD-PTR a harmoni-
cally modulated laser beam generates diffuse-photon-den
waves in a turbid medium@12,13#. Following photon migra-
tion and scattering, the absorbed fraction of the diffus
light wave creates an oscillatory temperature~thermal wave!
field, which is detected radiometrically.
1063-651X/2002/65~2!/021909~19!/$20.00 65 0219
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In order to interpret experimental data, several theoret
approaches have been taken. The most fundamental appr
starts with Maxwell’s equations, takes into account the s
tistical character of turbid media and introduces the stati
cal moments of the scattered photon wave@14,15#. The
mathematical complexities of this exact theory, however,
riously limit its utility in the experimental study of ligh
propagation in turbid media. An alternative approach
multiple-scattering events is that of the radiative trans
theory@14#. Of special appeal is the diffusion approximatio
to this theory, because of its inherent mathematical tracta
ity. This approximation to electromagnetic wave transport
turbid media is valid in the regime of multiple scatterin
such thatl! l !L, wherel is the wavelength of light,l is
the mean-free path for photon scattering andL is the thick-
ness of the medium@16#. In this ~macroscopic! approxima-
tion, the multiply scattered intensity is described by means
the diffusion equation. Additional constraints apply, ho
ever, which have been investigated extensively by Ishim
et al. @16# Briefly, these authors demonstrated that, for sc
terers that are small compared to the optical wavelength,
diffusion theory gives good agreement with experimen
data. For scatterers that are large compared to the w
length, the diffusion theory is applicable only when the o
tical absorption depth is large compared to the scatte
distance~>20!. Finally, if the scatterer is a strong absorb
@ma /(ma1ms)@1022, or ms /ma!100# the diffusion theory
may not be valid.

Within the framework of the diffusion approximation o
the radiative transfer theory, a number of analytical a
proaches have been considered. Boas and Yodh@17# have
developed a diffusion correlation formalism to character
dynamical and optical spatial inhomogeneities in turbid m
©2002 The American Physical Society09-1
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ANDREAS MANDELIS AND CHRIS FENG PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 021909
dia. Farrell, Patterson, and Wilson@18# have considered the
steady-state diffuse-photon-density field in a semi-infin
turbid medium under continuous~dc! optical excitation.
They developed a three-dimensional theory of the spa
profile of diffuse reflectance in the medium, using a Gre
function approach. The exact boundary condition in this c
is that, at the interface between the turbid medium and
~nondiffuse! surroundings, there should be no diffuse inte
sity entering the medium from outside~Ref. @14#, Chap. 9.2!.
Furthermore, the diffuse source is extended, distributed
space inside the turbid medium. In order to be able to use
Green-function formalism, Farrell, Patterson, and Wils
@18# replaced the extended source with a single isotro
point source located at a depth equal to the scattering m
free path. They also forced the photon fluence rate to zer
a position outside the actual interface~‘‘extrapolated bound-
ary’’ ! equal tozb52AD, whereA is a constant related to th
internal reflection@see Sec. II; Eq.~11!# andD is the diffu-
sion constant. In this manner the Green function satis
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, but the dif
sion equation is not accurate outside the physical bounda
of the turbid medium@19#. The same approach regardin
boundary conditions was adopted by Patterson@20# in his
treatment of the frequency dependence of the harmonic
cillation of a diffuse-photon-density wave~DPDW! in a tur-
bid medium. Farrell, Patterson, and Wilson@18# further com-
pared their Green-function-based diffuse-radial-reflecta
model to Monte Carlo simulations of the semi-infinite turb
medium. They found some anomalies in their photon dif
sion model, notably that the diffusion theory breaks do
when the equivalent point-scatterer source is ‘‘too close’
the surface of the turbid medium. They also noticed that
single scatterer source gives better agreement with Mo
Carlo simulation at short distances from the surface than
physically more realistic extended scattering source, a
they called ‘‘counterintuitive.’’ The boundary conditions fo
the diffusion approximation are nontrivial, because near
boundaries of a turbid medium this approximation brea
down as the distance to the boundary becomes on the o
of a photon mean-free path. In this spatial regime diffus
transport crosses over to free propagation~balistic photons!.
Much theoretical consideration has been given to this
called ‘‘skin layer’’ @21,22#. It is clear that the nature of th
approximation used to replace the exact photon source
boundary conditions at the turbid medium-air interface i
major unresolved issue in any analytical model of diffu
photon propagation in this system, especially at, or near,
interface, which is the main probe region of back-scatter
mode FD-PTR detection.

In this paper a theoretical formalism of FD-PTR in turb
media is developed, using exact boundary conditions con
tent with the diffusion approximation of the radiative trans
theory. The theory develops and uses a three-dimensi
model of the DPDW field as the modulated thermal-wa
source in a turbid medium of finite thickness. Simulations
the DPDW and the thermal-wave fields generated by the
fuse optical volume distributions are also given to dem
strate the physical characteristics of the technique.
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II. DIFFUSE-PHOTON-DENSITY-WAVE
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM

Laser fluence~or irradiance! in a turbid medium can be
expressed as the superposition of coherent and diffuse c
ponents. The relative intensities depend on how scatte
the medium is. For highly scattering media the diffuse co
ponent is almost isotropic, which allows the photon-dens
field to be expressed in a series of Legendre functions@16#,
leading to spherical harmonics@23#. The time-dependen
photon density can be derived from the radiative trans
equation upon substitution of the first~isotropic! term in the
foregoing series expansion,

D¹2rd~r ,t !2
1

y

]

]t
rd~r ,t !2mard~r ,t !52S~r ,t !, ~1!

wherey is the speed of light in the turbid medium,D is the
optical diffusion coefficient, andS(r ,t) is the optical source
function. For a harmonic optical source of cylindrical sym
metry, such as an amplitude-modulated Gaussian laser b
at angular frequencyv, the temporal Fourier transform o
Eq. ~1! yields the DPDW~or diffuse radiant energy fluenc
rate field @23#!, cd @Wm22#, equation@24# in cylindrical co-
ordinatesr5(r ,u,z),

¹2cd~r ,v!2sp
2~v!cd~r ,v!523ms~m t1gma!

3I ~r ,v!e2m tz. ~2!

Here a source strength depth distribution was assumed
decreases exponentially into the turbid medium~Bouguet’s
law! with total attenuation~extinction! coefficient

m t5ma1ms @m21#, ~3!

sr(v) is the complex diffuse photon-density wave numb
defined in Eq.~7!. I (r ,v) is the radial fluence distribution
(Wm22) of the photon source.g is the mean cosine of the
scattering functionp(u) of the photon over all spatial direc
tions described by the solid angleV; it can be thought of as
an asymmetry parameter for anisotropic multiple scatter
@25#. It can be defined as

g5

E
4p

p~u!cosu dV

E
4p

p~u!dV

. ~4!

Mean cosine values range over the interval21<g<1.
g50 indicates balanced forward and backward scatter
~e.g., isotropic or Rayleigh scattering!, wherep(u) is con-
stant~and equal to the single-scattering albedoWo5ms /m t!
@23#. Negative values ofg are associated with net backwa
scattering, while positive values ofg indicate net forward
scattering.g51 implies entirely forward scattering, wher
p(u) is proportional to the Dirac delta function in the fo
ward direction,u50. It should be noted that the albedoWo
refers to a single photon and is generally different from
9-2
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FREQUENCY-DOMAIN THEORY OF LASER INFRARED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 021909
transport albedoa85ms8/(ma1ms8) introduced by Eason
et al. @26# and used in the Green-function formalism by Fa
rell, Patterson, and Wilson@18# a8 is a collective photon
property resulting from spatial summation of scattered p
tons~e.g., by an integrating sphere in total diffuse reflectan
measurements!. Also

ms8[~12g!ms ~m21!, ~5!

is the transport~or reduced! scattering coefficient.ms8 be-
comes equal toms only in the limiting case of fully isotropic
scattering. It must be further noted that there is no contra
tion between the range of validity of the time-dependent p
ton diffusion equation~1! and the possibility for nonisotropic
photon distribution in the turbid medium as expressed by
definition of the mean cosineg, Eq. ~4!: The ‘‘almost isotro-
pic’’ assumption underlying Eq.~1! and its Fourier trans-
form, Eq.~2!, represent an approximation in the limiting ca
where multiple scattering is dominant, regardless of its s
tial distribution. For this reason, Ishimaruet al. @16# warn
that near the surface of a turbid medium the diffusion so
tion may not be applicable. We will return to this point in th
development of the FD-PTR theory in turbid media, Sec.
on discussing the infrared radiometric probe, the depth a
aging of which tends to reduce the effects of the inability
the diffusion approximation to describe the very near surf
ballistic photon region. In view of the almost entirely fo
ward scattering of photons in tissue,g values range betwee
@27# 0.6 and 0.98. Therefore, the foregoing remarks rega
ing the consistency of the diffusion formalism are quite r
evant.

Returning to the DPDW equation~2!, the radial distribu-
tion of the Gaussian optical source at the surface of the
bid medium can be described as

I ~r ,v!5
P~12R!

2pW2 e22r 2/W2
~11eivt! ~W/m2!, ~6!

whereP is the incident laser power,R is the total outward
interfacial reflectance, which controls the amount of rad
tion that enters the turbid medium.R is distinct from the
diffuse reflectance, which is generated following photon
teractions with the medium.W is the laser-beam spotsize
The complex diffuse-photon wave number is defined as@24#

sr~v!5A12 ivta

Deffta
~m21!. ~7!

This definition is convenient, as it introduces the concepts
a diffuse-photon lifetime,ta[(yma)21, a function of the
optical absorption properties of the medium; and of the
fective photon diffusivity

Deff[yD5
y

3@ma1~12g!ms#
~m2/s!. ~8!

The exact boundary condition at each interface is the
quirement that there should be no diffuse intensity enter
the turbid medium from outside~Ref. @14#, Sec. 9-2!. Apply-
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ing this condition to the case of a turbid layer of finite thic
nessL and normal laser incidence, yields the boundary c
ditions on the isotropic DPDW field function~also known as
fluence rate@18#!, Cd

cd~r ,0;v!2A
]

]z
cd~r ,z;v!uz50523msgAI~r ,v!, ~9!

and

cd~r ,L;v!1A
]

]z
cd~r ,z;v!uz5L53msgAI~r ,v!e2m tL.

~10!

Here the constantA is given as follows@14,18,28#

A52DS 11r 21

12r 21
D[2Dj ~m!. ~11!

r 12 is the internal reflectance, defined as the ratio of
upward-to-downward hemispherical diffuse optical fluxes
the boundary@28#. This definition ofA ~in the normalized
form A→A/2D! has been used by Groenhuis, Ferwerda, a
Bosch @29# in the steady-state limit of Eq.~1!: ]rd(r ,t)/]t
50; rd(r ,t)5cd(r ,`)[cd(r ), along with an empirical re-
lationship betweenr 21 and the relative refractive indexn21.
The boundary conditions~9!, ~10!, albeit derived from exact
photon conservation considerations across the diffu
ambient interface with rigorous mathematical manipulatio
are approximate to the extent that the diffusion equation~2!
itself holds only for the region far from the boundary and t
source@16#. Nevertheless, in keeping with the phenomen
logical character of the diffusion approximation, the
boundary conditions are optimal, since they are consis
with optical energy conservation principles at the turbid m
dium interfaces, Fig. 1. To compare with the Green-funct
approximation@18#, the boundary condition~9! in a scatter-
ing medium readily reduces to the boundary-mismatched
mogeneous condition@30#

FIG. 1. Cross-sectional geometry of a slab of turbid matter
thicknessL, optically excited by a harmonically modulated Gaus
ian laser beam of spotsizeW, modulation frequencyf 5v/2p and
fluence given by Eq.~6!.
9-3
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ANDREAS MANDELIS AND CHRIS FENG PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 021909
cd~r !2A
]

]z
cd~r !50, ~12!

only if g50 ~purely isotropic scattering!. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the present approach removes the i
nally inconsistent use of the homogeneous boundary co
tion ~12! with highly forward scattered photons in tissu
@27#, whereg;1. That inconsistency, nevertheless, is int
nal to the Green-function formalism and only impacts t
calculated values ofms through the measured values ofms8 ,
Eq. ~5!, becauseg never appears independently ofms8 in that
formalism @18#.

III. DIFFUSE AND COHERENT PHOTON-DENSITY-WAVE
FIELDS

First, we turn to the problem of the DPDW field. Th
DPDW boundary-value problem of Eqs.~2!, ~9!, and ~10!
can be solved analytically in cylindrical coordinates f
Gaussian laser beam excitation of the type of Eq.~6!, using
the Hankel transformation. The cross-sectional geometry
slab of turbid matter is shown in Fig. 1. It is convenient
define the total interaction coefficient

m t8[m t2gms5ma1~12g!ms5ma1ms8 ~m21!,
~13!

where the total attenuation coefficientm t is given in Eq.~3!.
Equation~2! can be written

¹2cd~r ,z;v!2sp
2cd~r ,z;v!52

1

D
G~r ,z;v!, ~14a!

where

G~r ,z;v![C1~v!e22r 2/W22m tz, ~14b!

D51/3m t8 , ~14c!

and

C1~v![
~12R!Pms

2pW2 S m t1gma

m t2gms
D ~11eivt!. ~14d!

By virtue of the circular symmetry of the laser excitatio
beam, it is convenient to take the Hankel transform
cd(r ,z;v),

f̃d~z;l,v!5E
0

`

cd~r ,z;v!Jo~lr !r dr , ~15!

whereJo(x) is the Bessel function of the first kind of orde
zero. Equation~14a! is thus transformed to an ordinary di
ferential equation

d2

dz2 f̃d~z;l,v!2b2f̃d~z;l,v!52
1

D
G̃~z;l,v!,

~16a!
02190
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b2~l,v![l21sp
2~v! ~m22!, ~16b!

and

G̃~z;l,v![C2~v!e2~l2W2!/82m tz~11eivt!, ~16c!

C2~v!5W2C1~v!. ~16d!

For arbitrary radial source distributionsI (r ,v), the Hankel
transformG̃ may be generalized,

G̃~z;l,v!5S m t1gma

m t2gms
Dmse

2m tzĨ ~l,v!. ~17!

The boundary conditions~9!–~10! transform to

f̃d~0;l,v!2A
d

dz
f̃d~z;l,v!uz50523msgA Ĩ~l,v!,

~18a!

f̃d~L;l,v!1A
d

dz
f̃d~z;l,v!uz5053msgAe2m tL Ĩ ~l,v!.

~18b!

The solution to the Hankel-transformed boundary-va
problem is tedious but straightforward,

f̃d~z;l,v!5A1ebz1A2e2bz2
G̃~z;l,v!

D~m t
22b2!

, ~19!

where

A15
F2~11Ab!2F1~12Ab!

~11Ab!2ebL2~12Ab!2e2bL , ~20a!

and

A25
F1~11Ab!ebL2F2~12Ab!

~11Ab!2ebL2~12Ab!2e2bL , ~20b!

with

F15F 1

D S 11m tA

m t
22b2D S m t1gma

m t2gms
D2

2g

m t8
GmsĨ ~l,v!,

~21a!

and

F25F 1

D S 12m tA

m t
22b2D S m t1gma

m t2gms
D1

2g

m t8
Gmse

2m tL Ĩ ~l,v!.

~21b!

For the Gaussian laser beam considered in this work,
9-4
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Ĩ ~l,v!5
P~12R!

2pW2 eivtE
0

`

e22r 2/W2
Jo~lr !r dr

5
P~12R!

2p
e2~l2W2/8!1 ivt. ~22!

For simplicity, only the oscillating component of the mod
lated incident laser fluence Eq.~6! is considered in the cal
culations, and the time-varying exponentialeivt is usually
omitted. The dc component is of no experimental interest
its demodulated contribution~e.g., by a phase-sensitiv
lock-in analyzer! is zero.

To complete the solution, the coherent photon-den
wave must be added to the diffuse-photon-density distri
tion:
co

s

e

e
o

er
n

it

02190
s

y
-

c t~r ,z;v!5cc~r ,z;v!1cd~r ,z;v!. ~23!

Here the oscillatory coherent field source can be easily
tained by modification of the dc source@16# as follows:

cc~r ,z;v!5
P~12R!

2pW2 e22~r 2/W2!2m tz1 ivt. ~24!

For arbitrary optical-source distributions, the Hankel tran
form of cc is

f̃c~z;l,v!5 Ĩ ~l,v!e2m tz1 ivt. ~25!

Combining this term with Eq.~19! and rearranging yields the
Hankel transform of the total photon-density-wave field
the turbid medium of Fig. 1.
f̃ t~z;l,v!5f̃c~z;l,v!1f̃d~z;l,v!

5
~F12gF2e2bL!e2bL1~F22gF1e2bL!e2b~L2z!

~11Ab!~12g2e22bL!
1F12

1

D S m t1gma

m t2gms
D S ms

m t
22b2D Ge2m tzĨ ~l,v!. ~26!
ion,

-

ons

ered
tate

-
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ed
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In this expression the interfacial diffuse-photon transfer
efficient g has been defined as

g[
12Ab

11Ab
. ~27!

In the absence of scattering particles in the medium, we
ms50. This reducesF15F250 in Eqs.~21a, 21b! and m t
5ra in Eq. ~3!. The resulting Hankel transform of th
photon-density-wave field, Eq.~26!, reduces to

f̃ t~z;l,v!5 Ĩ ~l,v!e2maz. ~28!

For a Gaussian source as in Eq.~22!, Eq.~28! may be inverse
transformed immediately, yielding the expected result

c t~r ,z;v!5
P~12R!

2pW2 e22~r 2/W2!2maz1 ivt. ~29!

IV. THE THERMAL-WAVE FIELD

The thermal-wave source in the turbid medium is gen
ated through absorption and optical-to-thermal energy c
version of the total (diffuse1coherent) photon field, which is
present in the medium as a result of laser excitation. Th
fore, if RL(r ,z;v) represents the volume loss rate of photo
at depthz, then

RL~r ,z;v!5PLN~r ,z;v! ~m23 s21!, ~30!

where PL is the probability of single-photon loss per un
depth andN(r ,z;v) is the photon fluence~photons/m2s! at
the coordinate pointr5(r ,z). In a turbid medium with no
-

et

r-
n-

e-
s

intersystem crossing or photochemical photon convers
PL5Pa1Ps ~a: absorption,s: scattering!. Therefore, for the
creation of a thermal-wave sourceQ(r ,z;v) one writes

Q~r ,z;v!5«nRL
NR~r ,z;v! ~Wm23!, ~31!

where«n (5hn) is the energy of the~assumed monochro
matic! photon emitted at frequencyn, andRL

NR is the fraction
of the photon loss-rate undergoing nonradiative transiti
and thus being converted into heat. From Eqs.~30! and~31!

Q~r ,z;v!5«nPL
NRN~r ,z;v!5«nhNRmaN~r ,z;v!,

~32!

where,PL
NR5mahNR is the probability of anabsorbedpho-

ton being converted into heat, as opposed to being scatt
or consumed to generate luminescence, further excited-s
creation, etc. HerehNR is the nonradiative quantum effi
ciency. Since«nN(r ,z;v)5c t(r ,z;v), it follows that

Q~r ,z;v!5hNRmac t~r ,z;v!, ~33!

wherec t(r ,z;v) is the optical source function~energy flu-
ence rate@18#, in Wm22!. In the case of a homogeneou
nonscattering medium with radially uniform excitatio
source, Eq.~33! reduces to

Q~z;v!5hNRmac t0~v!e2maz52hNR

d

dz
c t~z,v!,

~34!

where the Beer-Lambert absorption law was assum
c t(z,v)5c t0(v)e2maz. For non-Beer-Lambert media, th
9-5
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ANDREAS MANDELIS AND CHRIS FENG PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 021909
thermal source equation~33! must be used instead of takin
the normal derivative of the optical source function.

For an arbitrary harmonic optical source, which crea
the total photon-density-wave fieldc t(r ,z;v), Eq. ~23!, in
the turbid medium, the thermal-wave field is given by@24#

¹2T~r ,z;v!2s t
2~v!T~r ,z;v!52hNR~ma /kt!c t~r ,z;v!,

~35!

where

s t~v!5Aiv/Dt ~m21!, ~36!

is the thermal wave number,Dt is the thermal diffusivity
~m2s21! and kt is the thermal conductivity~Wm21 K21! of
the medium. In the geometry of Fig. 1 we assume homo
neous boundary conditions of the third kind@24#:

2ktn̂•¹T~r ,z;v!uz50,L5hT~r ,z;v!uz50,L . ~37!

Here n̂ is the outward unit vector normal to the surface
z50, L, andh ~Wm22 K21! is the heat transfer coefficient. I
the coordinate system of Fig. 1,n̂•¹52]/]zuz50 at z50
and n̂•¹5]/]zuz5L at z5L. The Hankel transform of the
thermal-wave field

t̃~z;l,v!5E
0

`

T~r ,z;v!J0~lr !r dr , ~38!

is the solution to the ordinary boundary-value problem

d2

dz2 t̃~z;l,v!2q2t̃~z;l,v!52hNR~ma /kt!f̃ t~z;l,v!,

~39!

2kt

d

dz
t̃~z;l,v!uz505ht̃~0;l,v!, ~40a!

kt

d

dz
t̃~z;l,v!uz5L5ht̃~L;l,v!. ~40b!

Here f̃ t(z;l,v) is given by the Hankel transform of th
total-photon-density field, Eq.~26!, and

q2~l,v![l21s t
2~v! ~m22!. ~40c!

From the structure of Eq.~26! and by inspection, the solutio
of Eq. ~39! can be written in the form

t̃~z;l,v!5B1e2bz1B2ebz1B3e2m tz1B4eqz1B5e2qz.
~41!

After a tedious but straightforward series of manipulatio
the Hankel transform of the thermal-wave field can be w
ten as
02190
s

e-

t

,
-

t̃~z;l,v!5B1H e2bt1S ktb2h

12e22qLD S 1

h1ktq
@e2~b1q!L

2e22qL#eqz1
1

h2ktq
@12e2~b1q!L#e2qzD J

1B2H ebt2S ktb1h

12e22qLD S 1

h1ktq
@e2~q2b!L

2e22qL#eqz1
1

h2ktq
@12e2~q2b!L#e2qzD J

1B3H e2m tz1S ktm t2h

12e22qLD S 1

h1ktq
@e2~m t1q!L

2e22qL#eqz1
1

h2ktq
@12e2~m t1q!L#e2qzD J ,

~42!

with the following definitions:

B1~l,v!5
hNRma

kt~b22q2!
b1~l,v!, ~43a!

B2~l,v!52
hNRma

k1~b22q2!
b2~l,v!, ~43b!

and

B3~l,v!52
hNRma

kt~m t
22q2!

b3~l,v!, ~43c!

where, for an arbitrary optical-source radial distributio
I (r ,v) with Hankel transformĨ (l,v),

b1~l,v![
1

H~l,v!
~2F11gF2e2bL!, ~44a!

b2~l,v![
1

H~l,v!
~F22gF1e2bL!e2bL, ~44b!

b3~l,v![F12
ms

D~m t
22b2!

S m t1gma

m t2gms
D G Ĩ ~l,v!,

~44c!

and

H~l,v![~11Ab!~12g2e22bL!. ~44d!

In the case of a TEM00 Gaussian laser beam,Ĩ (l,v) is given
by Eq. ~22!. F1 andF2 are defined in Eq.~21!; g is defined
in Eq. ~27!. Depending on the value ofh, the two limiting
cases of Eq.~42! for h50 ~adiabatic boundaries! and h
→` ~diathermal or isothermal boundaries! are obtained im-
mediately.
9-6
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V. THE FREQUENCY-DOMAIN PTR SIGNAL

Taking advantage of the cylindrical symmetry of the e
citing Gaussian laser beam, we use the Hankel transfor
tion for the thermal-wave field, Eq.~38!. The Hankel trans-
form of the PTR signalU(r ,v) can then be written as

ũ~l,v!5CE
L1

L2
W~L!m IR~L!dLE

0

L

t̃~z;l,v!e2m IR~L!zdz,

~45!

whereL denotes wavelength;L1 andL2 are the limits of the
spectral bandwidth of the infrared detector;W(L) is a
wavelength-dependent coefficient involving the Planck d
tribution function and the spectral response of the dete
@31#. C is a constant involving both instrumental facto
~e.g., the infrared radiometric system transfer function!, and
the grouping of physical terms 4s«To

3 for small thermal-
wave amplitudesuTmaxu!To . To is the ambient temperature
s is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (s55.6703
31028 W/m2 K4) and « is the emissivity of the turbid me
dium. The spectrally averaged Hankel transform^ũ(l,v)& is
given by

^ũ~l,v!&5
ũ~l,v!

E
L1

L2
W~L!dL

. ~46!

Using the ‘‘effective IR absorption/emission coefficien
definition @32#

^m IRe2m IRz&5

E
L1

L2
W~L!m IR~L!e2m IR~L!zdL

E
L1

L2
W~L!dL

, ~47!

we may write
pt

-
ng

02190
-
a-

-
or

^ũ~l,v!&5CE
0

L

^m IRe2m IRz&t̃~z;l,v!dz

.Cm̄ IRE
0

L

t̃~z;l,v!e2m̄ IRzdz. ~48!

Here m̄ IR is the effective IR absorption coefficient of th
medium. Note that the spectrally averaging notation^¯& was
dropped from the second~approximate! version of Eq.~48!
and was replaced by an overbar, to indicate spatial avera
over the depth coordinatez, in agreement with accepted pra
tice in the analysis of photothermal radiometric signals@33#.
Majaron et al. @32# have shown thatm̄ IR may depend
strongly on probed depthz. Simulations using a correction
algorithm for pulsed-laser PTR of some biomedical mater
demonstrated that errors up to 30% of the signal value m
occur by assuming constantm̄ IR . Nevertheless, in FD-PTR
of turbid media, relatively large values ofm̄ IR are obtained
@11,20,23#, indicating IR absorption/emission depths on t
order of 5–33mm. Within this shallow depth range, an e
sentially surface localization of the IR emission contributi
is expected, compared with the much longer absorpt
length, 1/ma , of the laser exciting radiation. Furthermore,
has been shown@32# that the spectral variation ofm IR(L)
can be much reduced at shallow depths, and thus the e
committed using the approximate Eq.~48! may be much less
than 30%. This would be the case of scattering media w
ms@ma , a condition typically valid in turbid tissue environ
ment @2,23#. Computationally, an effective value ofm̄ IR can
be extracted over all probed depths from a multiparamete
of the entire frequency-response curve~amplitude and phase!
of the turbid medium. Using the approximate version of E
~48! for the Hankel transform̂ũ(l,v)& of the PTR signal,
U(r ,v), we obtain the Hankel transform of the bac
scattered PTR signal
^ũ~l,v!&5Cm̄ IR3FB1H 12e2~b1m̄ IR!L

b1m̃ IR
1S ktb2h

12e22qLD S 12e2~m̄ IR2q!L

~h1ktq!~m̄ IR2q!
@e2~b1q!L2e22qL#

1
12e2~m̄ IR1q!L

~h2ktq!~m̄ IR1q!
@12e2~b1q!L# D J 1B2H 12e2~m̄ IR2b!L

m̄ IR2b
2S ktb1h

12e22qLD S 12e2~m̄ IR2q!L

~h1ktq!~m̄ IR2q!

3@e2~q2b!L2e22qL#1
12e2~m̄ IR1q!L

~h2ktq!~m̄ IR1q!
@12e2~q2b!L# D J 1B3H 12e2~m̄ IR1m t!L

m̃ IR1m t
1S ktm t2h

12e22qLD
3S 12e2~m̄ IR2q!L

~h1ktq!~m̄ IR2q!
@e2~m t1q!L2e22qL#1

12e2~m̄ IR1q!L

~h2ktq!~m̄ IR1q!
@12e2~m t1q!L# D J G . ~49!
ar
ry
The foregoing complicated function is the result of a de
integration as indicated by Eq.~48!, which utilizes the
DPDW field in the diffusion approximation. The contribu
tions of the subsurface values of this field to the forci
hfunction c t(r ,z;v), Eq. ~35!, would tend to diminish the
effects of the nonvalidity of the diffusion solution very ne
the surface@16#. The contributions of the surface and ve
near surface values ofc t in the integral~48! are expected to
9-7
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ANDREAS MANDELIS AND CHRIS FENG PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 021909
decrease with decreasingm̄ IR , which would result in a
higher-accuracy approximation of the PTR expression,
inverse Hankel transform of Eq.~49!. Specifically, an im-
proved degree of validity of the DPDW expressionc t(r ;v)
as the forcing function of the thermal-wave PTR field is e
pected when the scattering mean-free-path in the turbid
dium is short compared to 1/m̄ IR . A detailed investigation of
this issue, however, still remains a task for the future.

VI. EXCITED-STATE RELAXATION CONTRIBUTIONS
TO THE FD-PTR SIGNAL

Several studies of turbid fluorophores with excited-st
relaxation mechanisms have been reported within the Gr
function formalism of the DPDW field@34–36#. In those
studies fluorophores were treated as two-level quantum
tems and excited-state optical saturation effects were
nored. Most importantly, when detection is effected via ph
tothermal mechanisms such as PTR, the possibility
saturation, as well as the nonradiative quantum yield,hNR,
must be taken into account as they both induce optical
thermal energy conversion@37#. Owing to the frequent oc-
currence of this situation in laser-excited turbid med
@2,14,34–36#, a complete thermal-wave theory of nonrad
tively relaxing diffuse photon-density waves must allow f
excited-state relaxations of fluorophores.

Figure 2 shows a generic four-level turbid fluoropho
system, in which levelu2& relaxes both radiatively~producing
fluorescence! and nonradiatively~producing heat!. Assuming
an optical pumping rateWp(t)5 1

2 Wpo(11eivt) to the upper
stateu3&, from the ground stateu0&, the following rate equa-
tions hold:

d

dt
N3~ t !5Wp~ t !No~ t !2

N3~ t !

t32
, ~50a!

d

dt
N2~ t !5

N3~ t !

t32
2

N2~ t !

t21
, ~50b!

FIG. 2. Excited-state manifold of a generic four-level turb
fluorophore system.
02190
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d

dt
N1~ t !5

N2~ t !

t21
2

N1~ t !

t10
, ~50c!

and

d

dt
No~ t !52Wp~ t !No~ t !1

N1~ t !

t10
. ~50d!

Making the reasonable assumptions thatt32, t10!t21, Eqs.
~50! yield

N3~ t !'t32Wp~ t !No~ t !'0, ~51a!

d

dt
N2~ t !'WP~ t !No~ t !2

N2~ t !

t21
, ~51b!

d

dt
N1~ t !'0⇒N1~ t !'~t10/t21!N2~ t !'0. ~51c!

Therefore, the only comparatively populated levels areu0&
and u2&. For level u2&.

d

dt
N2~ t !'WP~ t !@NT2N2~ t !#2

N2~ t !

t21
, ~52a!

or, in terms of a kinetic equation forN2(t),

d

dt
N2~ t !1@WP~ t !1t21

21#N2~ t !'WP~ t !NT , ~52b!

where,NT is the total particle density in the fluorophore~a
constant!: NT5( j 50

3 Nj (t). Letting the modulated density o
fluorophore in level u2& be described asN2(t)5 1

2 N20(1
1eivt), using Eq.~52b!, and separating out theeivt terms
from dc and second-harmonic contributions, consisten
with synchronous lock-in detection, we obtain

N20~v!5
Wpot21NT

11Wpot211 ivt21
. ~53!

This expression for the modulated particle density in levelu2&
does include optical saturation effects, which depend on
value of the pumping-rate magnitudeWpo , via the depen-
dence of the optical absorption coefficient on this quantit

The thermal-wave source at the fundamental freque
f 5v/2p is given by the total heat production rate, as a s
over all nonradiative decay pathways from all levels,

q̇~ t !'Wp~ t !E32NT1F 1

t21
~hNRE211E10!

2Wp~ t !E32GN2~ t ! ~Wm23!. ~54!

Here the nonradiative quantum efficiencies of levelsu3& and
u4& were assumed to be equal to one~i.e., there is only one
fluoresent level!. Writing q̇(t)5Q̇(v)(11eivt) and retain-
ing only terms modulated by the factoreivt, we obtain
9-8
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Q̇~v!5
1

2
WpoE32@NT2N20~v!#1

1

2 S «NR

t21
DN20~v!,

~55!

where

«NR5hNRE211E10, ~56!

is the total excited-state energy from levelsu2& and u1& re-
leased nonradiatively with delay timet21. The fraction of
the total input energy to the turbid medium that is releas
nonradiatively and thus creates a thermal-wave source in
medium is determined from

Wp~ t !E30NT5ma
~30!I ~ t !, ~57!

where,I (t)5 1
2 I o(11eivt) is the incident laser fluence.ma

(30)

is the absorption coefficient between levelsu0& and u3&. It
follows that the optical pumping rate is

Wpo5
ma

~30!I o

NTE30
@s21#, ~58!

If, for simplicity, a three-level system is assumed, withE32
50 in Fig. 2, thenE305E20, and Eqs.~53! and ~55! yield
the medium heating rate in terms of the amplitudeWpo ,

Q̇~v!5
1

2 S Wpo«NRNT

Wpot21111 ivt21
D . ~59!

Now, under intense pumping conditionst21@Wpo
21, Eq. ~59!

reduces toQ̇(v)' 1
2 («NR/t21)NT . This result indicates tha

N20'NT , as expected from the intense ground-to-excit
state transition rate and the long lifetime of levelu2&.

Finally, Equations~58! and ~59! are used to modify the
thermal-wave source in Eq.~35! so as to take into accoun
the nonzero excited-state relaxation rate, as follows:

hNRmac t~r ,z;v!→ma
~20!c i* ~r ,z;v!, ~60!

where,ma
(20) denotes the optical absorption coefficient indu

ing the optical transition from levelu0& to u2& in the simplified
three-level fluorophore.c t* (r ;v) is identical in form to
c t(r ;v), with Hankel transform given by Eq.~26!, but for
the modified source distribution

I ~r ,v!→S «NR/E20

Wpot21111 ivt21
D I ~r ,v!, ~61!

where, for a Gaussian laser beamI (r ,v) is given as indi-
cated in Eq.~22!. If E1050 and t2150, then the term in
parentheses is equal tohNR of the single excited state, an
the thermal source for zero fluorescence lifetime on the rig
hand side~rhs! of Eq. ~35! is obtained. If the rateWpo

!t21
21 ~weak optical pumping!, then the usual phase lagu

52tan21(vt21) due to unsaturated excited-state relaxation
observed@34–36#. On the other hand, intense optical pum
ing such thatWpot21@1 and Wpo@v must be taken into
account in Eqs.~60! and~61! by recognizing, from Eqs.~58!
and ~59!, that in a three-level fluorophore,
02190
he
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ma
~20!I o'WpoE20NT⇒ma

~20!5ma max
~20! . ~62!

Therefore, multiplication of Eq.~61! with ma
(20) and use of

Eq. ~62! yields the result

ma
~20!I ~r ,v!→NTS «NR

t21
D3~spatial beam distribution!.

~63!

This limit is independent of the optical absorption coef
cient, as expected from optically saturated transitions.
conclusion, the modifiedI (r ,v) as indicated in Eq.~61!
must be inserted in the calculation of the thermal-wa
source terms and their Hankel transforms in Eqs.~42!–~44!,
when three-level, relaxing fluorescent DPDW fields in turb
media are involved. The extension to more levels a
excited-state manifolds is straightforward.

VII. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

The following simulations of the theory are meant to re
resent the diffusion-photon wave and the associated ther
wave behavior of soft tissue and light scattering emulsio
such as intralipid, with parameters@38–40#: ms in the range
<103 mm21, ma in the range< 0.01–10 mm21, and A
52.75– 3.50. For these types of turbid media the diffus
approximation, Eq.~2! is valid for modulation frequencies
f ,50 GHz. While the photon field is probably not diffus
everywhere in such low-to-intermediate albedo tissues,
inclusion of the collimated ~coherent! photon density,
Cc(r ,z;v), with its coefficients properly matched to the di
fuse solution, provides a reasonable accuracy improvem
for this troublesome intermediate albedo regime. This,
turn, improves the computational accuracy greatly. Sev
simulations of the theory were performed, first in terms
the total diffuse-photon field as represented by the numer
inverse Hankel transform of Eq.~26!. Then the spatially dis-
tributed photon field was used as the source to the therm
wave problem, and the temperature oscillation, i.e., the H
kel transform of Eq.~42! was calculated numerically. In
some cases the actual infrared radiometric signal was ge
ated as the numerical inverse transform of Eq.~49!. The
Hankel integral is an improper integral, i.e., its upper limit
infinite. It was verified that, based on the physical quan
represented by the complex integrand, the integral exists
approaches a finite value as the upper limit of integrat
approaches infinity. The integration was calculated using
improper integral routine,qromo @41,42# with midpnt taken
from Ref. @41#. Due to the large number of parameters i
volved in the foregoing equations, a considerable numbe
simulations were performed. In what follows, the behavior
the various fields as a function of a given parameter will
described in some selected cases of experimental importa
All simulations assume TEM00 Gaussian laser beam profile

A. Dependence on modulation frequency
and turbid-medium thickness

Simulations were performed versus optical intens
modulation frequency in the range 10 Hz–100 kHz, which
perti-
9-9
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ANDREAS MANDELIS AND CHRIS FENG PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 021909
nent to frequency-domain PTR measurements. For
DPDW field, the value of the mean cosine was assumed t
g50.965, i.e., that of scattering tissue phantoms@42#, and
was calculated independently using Mie theory@43#. The
value range ofj[(11r 21)/(12r 21) in Eq. ~11! for turbid
media is 5.0–9.5@28#. In this work the valuej53.517 was
used, corresponding tor 2150.557, which was independentl
measured for tissue phantoms@42#. In one set of simulations
with turbid slabs of various thicknesses,L, and infinite lateral
dimensions andma50.1 andms531.8 mm21, Fig. 3~a!, the
(r ,z)5(0,0) coordinate DPDW phase lag increases with
creasing frequency~although the absolute phase shift is
the order of 30– 4031026 degrees! and the amplitude re
mains flat up to 100 kHz. This behavior is consistent w
experimental results obtained by Lacowitz and Berndt@44#
in arm and finger tissue and by Pattersonet al. for a scatter-
ing emulsion@45#. The phase lag increases with increasi
slab thickness (10mm<L<1 mm) whereas the amplitud
first increases and then decreases. This behavior is the r
of superposition and interference of scattered photons f
the bulk of the slab and from the back interface in formi
the DPDW field at the front surface: As the thickness of
slab increases within the range of the scattering length,
number of back-scattered photons that contribute to
DPDW field at the front surface also increases because
total number of photons remaining in the slab and not esc
ing through transmission increases. The phase exhibits
increased lag because the center-of-mass of the de
decaying diffuse-photon-field distribution~defined as the
‘‘ optical centroid’’ ! shifts further into the body of the thicke
turbid slab. With increasing thickness, however, the subs
tial contribution of the backscattered~coherent and diffuse!
photons from the rear surface to the coordinate point~0,0! to
the front-surface field decreases as the slab assumes th
tically semi-infinite configuration. Therefore, the amplitu
of the DPDW field at the front surface decreases and s
rates, while the phase lag continues to increase and, eve
ally, saturates at very high frequencies~.100 MHz!. The
thermal-wave field at the surface of the slab correspondin
this DPDW distribution is shown in Fig. 3~b!. It is seen that
the order of amplitudes reflects the strength of the opt
field in each case, Fig. 3~a! with the additional feature of the
familiar @46# monotonic amplitude decrease with increasi
frequency due to the decreasing thermal energy content
modulation period. The effect of the finite thickness of t
medium on the thermal-wave phase is apparent in Fig. 3~b!,
where the optical centroid generally determines the rela
thermal-wave phase lag, Fig. 3~a!. However, the thermal-
wave phase assumes the semi-infinite medium behavio
much lower frequencies (f >1 kHz). Interference pattern
resulting from the spatial confinement of thermal waves
thin layers@47# are apparent in the phase frequency respo
and tend to scramble the order of the DPDW phases. Fig
4 shows the interference of these DPDW and thermal-w
fields as a function of slab thickness for several values
ma . The amplitudes decrease with increasing optical abs
tion coefficient, as expected intuitively from enhanced no
radiative decay, Eq.~33!. An optical interference maximum
appears at slab thicknesses where the optical scatte
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length equals the thickness of the slab. Phase lags ex
similar maxima at locations where the DPDW centroid sh
deeper into the medium with increasing thickness is coun
balanced by the diminishing contributions of back-scatte
photons~both coherent and diffuse! from the rear surface
Larger phase lags are associated with longer optical abs
tion depths,ma

21, because photons can travel a longer d
tance before becoming absorbed. Figure 4~b! shows that the
associated thermal-wave field depends on thickness
manner similar to the distributed diffusive optical sourc
Here the order of the curves is, however, reversed from
of the DPDW field, since higher absorption means enhan
nonradiative decay and a correspondingly stronger therm
wave TW field amplitude. The phase-lag order is also
versed, since largerma results in enhanced thermal gener
tion near the surface due to direct absorption events, ra
than due to back-scattered photon absorption. This resul
domination of the TW field by heat conduction processes
the bulk, thus shifting the thermal-wave centroid deeper i
the body of the medium than near-surface localized ba
scattered nonradiative photon-decay events. At the s
time, saturation into the semi-infinite configuration for bo
amplitude and phase in Fig. 4~b! is achieved at shorter thick
nesses with increasingma , as the extent of the optical sourc
in the bulk of the medium that contributes to the TW fie
decreases, and the TW distribution begins to dominate
thermal depth profile. Figure 5 shows the thickness dep
dence of the fields with the scattering coefficientms as a
parameter. Photon interference phenomena, similar to th
in Fig. 4~a! are evident for all values ofms.0, including
nonzero phase lags. It is interesting to note that scatte
strongly enhances the DPDW field at all slab thickness
with field amplitude atr5(0,0) monotonically increasing
with increasingms . The position of the maxima in both am
plitude and phase is determined by the conditionms

21;L;
therefore, a shift of the maximum to shorter thicknesses w
increasingms is observed in both amplitude and phase. T
effects of the DPDW distributions on the TW field distribu
tion are shown in Fig. 5~b!. Scattered photons clearly repre
sent an additional thermal-wave source at the front surfac
the TW amplitude rises significantly with increasingms . The
nonscattering sample exhibits by far the lowest amplitude
the forward propagating photons of the transparent med
contribute little to the surface thermal-wave field. Th
maxima of the amplitude are determined by the scatte
photon interference pattern and appear at the same th
nesses as those of Fig. 5~a!. The TW phase forms50 does
exhibit a small interference maximum due to the fact th
infinite interreflections of the coherent optical beam local
the thermal-wave centroid at a depth.0 @37#. As ms in-
creases from zero, the interplay between the thermal-w
generated by the forward coherent beam and the ba
scattered photon field creates the oscillatory feature in
phase of Fig. 5~b! and the overall phase lag semi-infini
saturation value becomes dominated by the scattered
centroid which lies closer to the front surface: therefo
phase saturation at a smaller lag value than the coherent-
phase appears, consistently with Fig. 4~b!. When scattering is
further increased, however, substantial scattered photon
9-10
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FIG. 3. Amplitude and phase of frequency response of~a!
DPDW field, c t(0,0;v) and ~b! associated thermal-wave field
T(0,0;v), in a slab of variable thicknessL of a turbid medium.
Laser spotsizeW50.48 mm,g50.965,j53.517,ma50.1 mm21,
and ms531.8 mm21. Thermophysical parameters:a50.9
31027 m2/s, kt50.446 W/mK, h50 ~thermally insulating sur-
faces!.
02190
FIG. 4. Amplitude and phase thickness dependence of~a!
DPDW field, c t(0,0;v) and ~b! associated thermal-wave field
T(0,0;v), in a slab of variablema in a turbid slab. Laser spotsiz
W50.48 mm, g50.965, j53.517, f 5100 Hz, and ms

531.8 mm21. Thermophysical parameters:a50.931027 m2/s, kt

50.446 W/mK,h50 ~thermally insulating surfaces!.
9-11
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FIG. 5. Amplitude and phase thickness dependence of~a!
DPDW field, c t(0,0;v)and ~b! associated thermal-wave field
T(0,0;v), in a slab of variablems of a turbid medium. Laser spot
size W50.48 mm, g50.965, j53.517, f 5100 Hz, and ma

53.0 mm21. Thermophysical parameters:a50.931027 m2/s, kt

50.446 W/mK,h50 ~thermally insulating surfaces!.
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sities and the concomitant~nonradiative! heat generation oc
curs at deeper locations in the body of the turbid mediu
Consequently, the saturation TW phase lag increases
ms . When the thickness of the turbid medium is fixed,
increasedma leads to decreasing DPDW amplitude as a
sult of enhanced optical-to-thermal energy conversion. It a
leads to a decreased phase lag due to the steeper decay
optical field closer to the front surface, Fig. 6~a!. The asso-
ciated TW field at the surface coordinate~0,0! and the PTR
signalU(r ,v) the inverse Hankel transform of Eq.~49!, both
exhibit similar behavior dominated by trends in Fig. 6~a!, as
shown in Fig. 6~b!. The ~TW and! PTR amplitude increase
monotonically with increasingma , and it decreases with in
creasing modulation frequency as the thermal-wave ene
imparted to the slab over one period decreases. Furtherm
the phase lag increases with increasingma for the same rea-
sons as in Fig. 4~b!. All PTR phases saturate to the sam
value at high frequencies~thermally thick limit @48#!, be-
cause in that limit it is the thermal diffusion length,Ld(v)
5us tu21 that determines the extent of the TW centroid in t
bulk of the turbid medium and not the optical absorption
scattering lengths. Sinces t , Eq. ~36! depends on the~com-
mon! thermal diffusivity, all phase curves in Fig. 6~b! satu-
rate at the same value above ca. 1 kHz.

Finally, the effects of the heat transfer coefficienth on
the TW and PTR fields generated by the DPDW field in
turbid medium can be substantial. Figure 7 shows a sim
lated case of a 9-mm-thick turbid slab, in whichh varies over
several orders of magnitude. The TW amplitude at~0,0! de-
creases with increasingh, as more thermal energy escap
into the ambient through interfacial transport at both fro
and back surfaces. As frequency increases, the back su
heat losses become less significant in determining the
amplitude of the front-surface and all curves converge
gether. Similar trends are observed in the phases: Ash in-
creases, the TW centroid shifts closer to the front surface
to heat losses there, thus decreasing the overall phase
However, at high frequencies, the~common! thermal diffu-
sion length is shorter than the thermal energy depletion de
(kt /h) and dominates the phase lag; therefore, all phases
to saturate at the same value. The behavior of the PTR si
is significantly different from that of thec t(0,0;v) as the
computation of the former involves a depth integral over
thickness of the turbid medium. As a result, the PTR am
tudes, Fig. 7~b!, are more sensitive to thermal-wave interfe
ence phenomena@47# within the body of the finitely-thick
slab at low frequencies~thermally thin limit!. At high fre-
quencies, the PTR amplitudes are controlled by the~com-
mon! thermal diffusion length, and all curves converge to
single value. The PTR phases exhibith-dependent minima,
which shift to higher frequencies with increasing value ofh.
The occurrence of these extrema is due to the fact that
PTR phase is determined by two counteracting mechanis
the thermal losses at the front surface, which tend to loca
the TW field closer to that surface, and the position of t
TW centroid due to heat diffusion to the bulk, which tends
shift the phase away from the surface. Ash increases, the
former mechanism becomes more important and the com
ite TW centroid, essentially given byLc(v)51/@s t(v)
9-12
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FIG. 6. Amplitude and phase thickness dependence of~a!
DPDW field,c t(0,0;v) and ~b! the associated PTR field,U(0,v),
in a slab of variablema of a turbid medium. Laser spotsizeW
50.48 mm, g50.965, j53.517, andL50.9 cm. Thermophysica
parameters:a50.931027 m2/s, kt50.446 W/mK, h50 ~ther-
mally insulating surfaces!. m̄ IR560 mm21.
02190
FIG. 7. Amplitude and phase thickness dependence of~a!
DPDW field,c t(0,0;v) and ~b! the associated PTR field,U(0,v),
in a slab of a turbid medium as a function of modulation frequen
with h as a parameter. Laser spotsizeW50.48 mm, g50.965, j
53.517,ma511.8 mm21, ms531.8 mm21, andL50.9 cm. Ther-
mophysical parameters:a50.931027 m2/s, kt50.446 W/mK,
m̄ IR560 mm21.
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1(h/kt)#, shifts closer to the front surface, thus shifting t
phase extremum to higher frequencies.

B. Dependence on depth coordinate in a turbid medium

In view of the fact that the diffusion approximation of th
photon density-wave field may not be strictly applicable
the surface of a scattering medium@18# within the ballistic
photon regime, some simulations were performed as a fu
tion of depth in a slab of a turbid medium to study the b
havior of this approximation within shallow depths comme
surate with the optical scattering length,ms

21. Figure 8~a!
shows several DPDW depth profiles withms as a variable
parameter. The photon-density profile atr5(0,0) increases
with increasing scattering coefficient value, as the resul
contributions from scattered photons to the axial DPD
field. This result is consistent with the earlier calculatio
shown in Fig. 5. The amplitude curves decrease into the
dium for large values ofms as smaller photon densities ca
be sustained inside intensely scattering media. The DP
phase lag increases with increasingms , because photon
scattered farther away from the front surface are likely
contribute to the axial value of the field thus shifting t
optical centroid farther away from the laser incidence co
dinate. The phase lag increases with increasingz value are
due to the localization of the photon-density centroid n
the surface and within ca. one scattering length,ms

21: it is
easy to see in Fig. 8~a! that the flat range of the phase curv
starting at the surface decreases with increasingms . Ishi-
maru et al. @16# have reported similar trends in measur
ments of transmitted optical power through randomly distr
uted particles~latex scatterers! of sizes 0.109 and 2.02mm.
The TW field amplitude depth profile, Fig. 8~b!, is deter-
mined by the associated DPDW depth profile, Fig. 8~a!,
which acts as the oscillating temperature source. The
phase exhibits very shallow near-surface maxima, which
come sharper and shift to shallowerz locations with increas-
ing ms . No discernible maximum is observed forms
,30 mm21. These phase-lag maxima appear as a resu
the trade off between enhanced near-surface optical so
contributions~within a depthms

21! with increasing scattering
coefficient, and the much deeper thermal-wave centroid
to the optical absorption depthma

21. Given that in turbid
tissuems.ma , past the subsurface location of the scatter
centroid, the phase lag is determined byma

21. All phases
eventually coincide as the depth equal toma

215100 mm is
approached; those from media with larger scattering coe
cients saturate more readily to thema-dominated value with
increasing depth~i.e., with relatively steeper rates of pha
changedf/dz!, due to the shorter scattering length about
scattering centroid. Furthermore, fewer photons survive s
tering to contribute to the coherent transmitted axial be
and the TW amplitude decreases more steeply as a func
of depth in this case. To complete the physical picture
depth-profilometric simulation with the optical absorptio
coefficient as a parameter andms5100 mm21 was also
worked out. The DPDW field behavior is shown in Fig. 9~a!.
In agreement with trends in Fig. 4~a! the amplitude decrease
with increasingma for fixed depth coordinate due to the e
hanced nonradiative de-
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excitation rate that diminishes the number density of av
able photons. Furthermore, the rate of amplitude decre
with depth increases with increasing value ofma , as intu-
itively expected. The DPDW phase lags are larger
smallerma values as the optical field extends farther aw
from the location of its incidence on the turbid medium@see
also the phases in Fig. 4~a!#. The associated TW amplitude
Fig. 9~b!, exhibits cross overs at certain characteristic dep
zm . For z,zm , higher values ofma create stronger thermal
wave fields; however, less optical power is transmitt
deeper into the medium, with the result that the TW fie
drops off more sharply as a function of increasingz. Con-
versely, more transparent media can sustain stronger op
fields than more opaque media at greater depths. The res
the observed cross-over behavior. The peaks of the
phases in Fig. 9~b! are fixed by the~common! value of
ms

2150.01 mm, whereas the phase cross overs are consi
with the foregoing amplitude crossover mechanism:
depthsz,zm the media with larger optical absorption coe
ficients, exhibit greater phase lags as heat conduction
deeper regions dominates the thermal-wave centroid;
depthsz.zm , however, the optical absorption depth,ma

21

dominates the phase lag, which becomes larger for m
transparent media.

Finally, in view of the criticism of the validity of the
present photon-diffusion-wave theoretical formalism with
the ballistic photon region, the ‘‘skin layer,’’@21,22# the fore-
going simulations of the depth dependence of the DPD
field profiles demonstrate only mild depth dependen
within the typical photon scattering lengths 0.0067 m
<ms

21<0.05 mm. Therefore, it can be deduced that t
present theoretical formalism can yield accurate descripti
of physical processes up to subsurface regions within 7
mm from the illuminated surface. Within the ballistic-photo
boundary layer the physical necessity for diffuse power c
servation at the interface embodied in the boundary con
tions Eqs.~8! and ~9!, as well as the relatively flat near
surface behavior of Figs. 8 and 9, render the predictions
these plots plausible approximations of the actual phot
field behavior in that layer. The PTR signals are expected
be even more reliably predictable by curves such as thos
Figs. 8~b! and 9~b!, since the very thin boundary skin laye
represents only a small fraction of the depth-integrated sig
according to Eq.~48!.

C. Dependence onµa and µs of a turbid medium

The simulations shown in Figs. 4, 6, and 9 have indica
that the DPDW field amplitude decreases with increas
value of ma and the phase lag also decreases. This is
result of the higher spatial confinement of the photon fi
near the laser source with increased optical absorption c
ficients. At the same time the TW field amplitude increas
due to the enhanced conversion rate of photons into h
The phase lag increases as the increased strength of the
source penetrates deeper layers in the body of the med
through conduction heat transfer from the near-surface
gion. Figure 10 shows another aspect of this behavior a
function ofma for a highly scattering tissue-type medium.
9-14
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FIG. 8. Amplitude and phase depth dependence of~a! DPDW
field, c t(0,0;v) and~b! associated thermal-wave field,T(0,0;v), in
a slab of a turbid medium of variablems . Laser spotsizeW
50.48 mm, g50.965,j53.517, f 51 kHz, andma50.01 mm21.
Thermophysical parameters:a50.931027 m2/s, kt50.446 W/
mK, h50 ~thermally insulating surfaces!.
02190
FIG. 9. Amplitude and phase depth dependence of~a! DPDW
field, c t(0,0;v) and~b! associated thermal-wave field,T(0,0;v), in
a slab of a turbid medium of variablema . Laser spotsizeW
50.48 mm, g50.965, j53.517, f 51 kHz, andms5100 mm21.
Thermophysical parameters:a50.931027 m2/s, kt50.446 W/
mK, h50 ~thermally insulating surfaces!.
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FIG. 10. Amplitude and phase dependence onma of ~a! DPDW
field, c t(0,0;v) and~b! associated thermal-wave field,T(0,0;v), in
a slab of a turbid medium of variable modulation frequencyf. Laser
spotsizeW50.48 mm, g50.965, j53.517, L50.9 cm, andms

5100 mm21. Thermophysical parameters:a50.931027 m2/s, kt

50.446 W/mK,h50 ~thermally insulating surfaces!.
02190
is seen that modulation frequency up to 100 kHz has
effect on the DPDW amplitude, which is entirely dominat
by ms and essentially independent ofma for values of this
parameter up to 0.01 mm21. The DPDW phase, howeve
increases dramatically with frequency, as the factorvta of
the complex wave number, Eq.~7!, changes rapidly, giving
rise to larger contributions to the imaginary part of the fie
Therefore, the turbid medium may be said to transition fro
the photon-wave thin to the photon-wave thick regime abo
source modulation frequencies greater thanf 0;1/2pta . Of
course, the overall DPDW phase remains extremely sm
~experimentally until the modulation frequencyf 0 is at-
tained!. For diffuse-photon migration this frequency is in th
.100 MHz range@44,45#. Figure 10~b! is the associated TW
response: The amplitude decreases monotonically with
creasing frequency, as expected from the decreased the
energy content in each period. It also increases with incre
ing ma consistently with the complementary nature of t
DPDW and TW field intensities, a result of the enhanc
photon-to-heat conversion rate. The phase lag decreases
increasing frequency due to increased localization of the
field near the source coordinate; it also increases with
creasingma , for the same reasons as the TW phase at s
low depths in Fig. 9~b!. Figure 11 shows simulations of th
ma dependence of the front-surface DPDW and TW fie
with the coefficientms as a parameter. As in the case of Fig
5 and 8, increasingms enhances the photon-density amp
tude as statistically more photons from all directions get sc
tered back into the observation coordinater . Similarly, the
phase lag increases with increasingms , as the enhanced sca
tering process moves the optical centroid away from
source coordinate. The amplitude of the TW response in
11~b! exhibits the expected correlation with the DPDW am
plitude, as enhanced scattering amounts to a more inte
local optical field and thus increased nonradiative convers
rate. The monotonic increase of the TW amplitude withma is
consistent with that in Fig. 10~b!. The TW phase lag of Fig
11~b! increases with increasingms , as expected from the
behavior of the associated DPDW phase of Fig. 11~a!, since
scattering~and not absorption! dominates the source of th
TW field. The phase dependence onma is quite small, but
physically insightfull: For relatively small values ofms the
spatial confinement of the local thermal-wave field due to
increasedma dominates the thermal behavior; as a result
phase lag decreases for highma . For values of ms
.30 mm21, the photon-scattering-dominated optical ce
troid dominates the TW source and moves away from
source coordinate, thus increasing the TW phase lag. Fig
12 clearly shows the trade off between increases of
DPDW field amplitude and phase lag with increasingms ,
and decreases in the respective quantities~without change in
curve shapes! with increasingma . It is noted that the steep
increase at lowms is followed by near-saturation condition
for ms*400 mm21 ~diffuse-photon saturation!, as the en-
hanced scattering ‘‘shields’’ the observation~source! coordi-
nater5(0,0) from further contributions from remotely sca
tered photons, thus limiting any further shift of the optic
centroid away from it. The much greater impact of chang
ma on the associated PTR amplitude is seen in Fig. 12~b!,
9-16
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FIG. 11. Amplitude and phase dependence on the coefficienma

of ~a! DPDW field, c t(0,0;v) and ~b! associated thermal-wav
field, T(0,0;v), in a slab of a turbid medium of variablems . Laser
spotsize W50.48 mm, g50.965, j53.517, L50.9 cm, and f
51 kHz. Thermophysical parameters:a50.931027 m2/s, kt

50.446 W/mK,h50 ~thermally insulating surfaces!.
02190
FIG. 12. Amplitude and phase dependence onms of ~a! DPDW
field, c t(0,0;v) and~b! the associated PTR field,U(0,v), in a slab
of a turbid medium as a function of modulation frequency, withma

as a parameter. Laser spotsizeW50.48 mm, g50.965,j53.517,
f 51 kHz, and L50.9 cm. Thermophysical parameters:a50.9
31027 m2/s, kt50.446 W/mK, andh50. m̄ IR560 mm21.
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where the depth integration of the TW field preserves a
accelerates the gradual diffuse-photon saturation with
creasingms . Yasa, Jackson, and Amer@46# and Helander and
Lundstrom@49# have reported experimental verifications
this effect using photothermal methods. The PTR phase s
rates more slowly because, as a result of depth integratio
is sensitive to the composite thermal centroid determined
all three values ofms

21, ma
21, andm̄ IR

21. Therefore, the scat
tering component has only partial influence on the beha
of the phase withms .

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

A three-dimensional theory of the frequency-doma
thermal-wave field generated inside a turbid medium w
optical and thermal properties of human tissue has been
sented. The optical source was treated as a Gaussian-
beam-excited three-dimensional harmonically modulated
fuse photon-density-wave~DPDW! field in the diffusion
approximation of the radiative transfer theory. Numerical
versions of the derived spatial Hankel transforms were p
formed to study the dependence of the DPDW field and
the associated thermal-wave field or photothermal radiom
ric signal on the key parameters of turbid media, such as
optical absorption and optical scattering coefficients, mo
um
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lation frequency, sample thickness, and optical or phototh
mal depth profile. The derived theory can be used tow
computational multiparameter fits of experimental data us
frequency-domain photothermal radiometry or other pho
thermal techniques probing turbid media. Preliminary app
cations of the present theory to soft tissue phantoms@42# and
dental enamel@50# ~the latter used as an example of nonze
lifetime-limited fluorescent turbid optical medium! have al-
ready shown very good promise with regard to the ability
the theory to measure the reduced optical scattering and
sorption coefficients of these media uniquely and within 20
and 10%, respectively, of the values independently deri
by using Mie theory and spectrophotometric measureme
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